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Cox Communications Updates Contour
Stream Player with Enhanced User
Experience and Select Free Premium
Content
Latest version provides all-in-one, easily accessible experience for Cox customers, including the award-winning Contour
voice remote

ATLANTA – May 18, 2022 – Cox today reintroduces the Contour Stream Player with a fresh look and new features that strengthen the
streaming experience for Cox customers. Customers now have streamlined capabilities within Contour Stream Player with greater access
to their most-watched apps in addition to access to tons of content at no extra cost from apps like Peacock.
The new Contour Stream Player experience is designed to provide three key benefits:
1. All the top apps in one place
The top most-watched streaming apps are placed conveniently within Contour Stream Player. Now, customers are a few clicks closer
to their favorite binge-worthy shows and movies with apps like Disney+, Hulu, HBOMax, Peacock, discovery+, Sling TV and
Paramount+ all on a cleaner and easier to follow interface. (Disney+, Hulu, HBOMax, discovery+, Sling TV, Paramount+ and other
apps available on Contour Stream Player require a separate subscription.)
2. Easy searching with the award-winning remote
The Contour voice remote simplifies the search for exactly what customers are looking for. Rather than clicking through letters to type
the name of the content they’re looking for, they can simply ask their remote to find it for them.
Most streaming devices don’t have a voice remote, and some that do offer a remote come with a higher price tag. Cox customers get
the award-winning Contour remote included with their Contour Stream Player service.
3. Peacock Premium at no additional cost
Cox is offering Contour Stream Player customers access to Peacock Premium content at no additional cost (a $4.99/month value)
through year-end 2022. Plus, customers can access tons of free premium content through Tubi, Pluto TV and other apps.

The relaunch of Contour Stream Player demonstrates our continuous innovation and our commitment to finding the best way to serve our
customers. Through updates like this one and differentiating product integrations like the ability to watch Cox Homelife camera streams
seamlessly on Contour. Our customers stream TV and movies to relax and spend time with friends and family. The new design and features
create an even better experience for users to do just that.
Existing customers will notice a refreshed layout and design on Contour Stream Player menus, and new customers will be welcomed with a
first-time user menu. This menu features editorial stories as “how-to” guides for customers to learn about the voice remote, live guide, free
content and specialized menus.
To learn more about the Contour Stream Player, its features and Cox’s award-winning voice remote, visit
https://www.cox.com/residential/tv/streaming-devices.html.
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